This study was performed in outdoor conditions to quantify the level of influence on the electrical performance of the Multi-junction (MJ) solar cells. It was discovered that non-uniform illumination on the solar cell could reduce the MJ electrical output by more than 40%. Also, the irradiation uniformity was improved by applying several methods; increasing the distance between the concentrator and the receiver (l) and introducing a secondary optical element (SOE) on the receiver. The outdoor measurement also revealed that the electrical efficiency of the solar cell increased from around 22% to 37% with an increment of 68%, due to improvement of irradiation uniformity. However, the optical efficiency substantially fell when increasing the distance (l). To address this issue, a 0.06 m high SOE having a surface reflectivity of 90% above the PV assembly was implemented to enhance the irradiation uniformity and to minimise the dramatic decline in optical efficiency. The hot spot initiated by non-uniform illumination was also examined in outdoor conditions by measuring the temperature at the centre and both sides of the PV cell. Accordingly, a variance of about 13 K was observed between the centre and both sides (0.005 m distance) of the PV cell's surface area, which was further reduced to 1 K after improving the illumination uniformity.
Introduction
Multi-junction (MJ) solar cells nowadays are more favoured compared to single-junction cells in integrating into high concentrator PV (HCPV) systems since they are more efficient, with improved response to the high concentration and a lower temperature coefficient. Utilising new technology in the generation of III-V MJ solar cells offers higher efficiencies that exceed 43% at high concentrations compared to conventional solar cells made of a single layer of semiconductor material [1] . Semiconductor compounds such as Gallium Arsenide from group III and V of the periodic table, offer the highest PV conversion efficiency [2] [3] [4] [5] . MJ solar cells comprise of a stack of layered p-n junctions each made from a different set of semiconductors having a different band gap and spectral absorption in order to capture as much of the solar spectrum as feasible. Semiconductors in a triplejunction solar cell such as Ge, GaInAs/GaAs and GaInP are most commonly used given their high optical absorption coefficients and adequate values of minority carrier lifetimes and mobilities [2, 6, 7] .
In a triple-junction solar cell the first layer (GaInP) converts the short wavelength portion of the spectrum, the second layer (GaInAs) captures the near-infrared light and the third layer (Ge) absorbs the lower photon energies of the infrared radiation. Henry [8] calculated the terrestrial MJ solar cell restrictive theoretical conversion efficiency under 1000 sun concentrations with the solar cell maintained at room temperature with 1, 2, 3, and 36 band gaps in which the corresponding efficiencies were 37, 50, 56 and 72%. Thus, this technology can be considered as the most promising among the other PV technologies.
On the other hand, the primary challenge of using an MJ solar cell is related to the initial development and operational costs in generating electricity if compared to power generated from conventional sources. Different techniques have previously been investigated and introduced to improve the efficiency of solar power generation in order to become more affordable (costeffective) such as applying a Concentrator PV (CPV) using an optical concentrator such as a Fresnel lens [9] [10] [11] , parabolic troughs [12] , dishes [13] , and a compound parabolic concentrator [14] in reducing energy generation costs [15] . CPV systems replace the expensive semiconductor PV material with inexpensive material such as glass, mirrors and plastic to concentrate a large area of sunlight onto a smaller area of the solar cell. CPV is characterised into three groups based on the amount of solar concentration; low (LCPV), medium (MCPV) and high concentration (HCPV).
Nowadays, Fresnel lenses are the preferred choice since they have numerous advantages when compared to other concentrators given their small volume, light-weight, able to be mass-produced at a relatively low cost and efficiently increase energy density [9] . However, the Fresnel lens produces high non-uniform illumination and temperature on the PV cell, causing hot spots, current mismatch and reduces the overall efficiency of the system [15] . Additionally, the distribution of received flux on the PV cell is a key issue especially at high concentration ratios as PV cells require uniform flux in gaining optimum performance [10, 16, 17] .
Non-uniformity can form over a single surface area of the solar cell or a series of connected cells. In the first case, there is excessive illumination on some areas of the solar cells, while for other areas, the cells are rarely illuminated. The illuminated areas excessively produce high currents and become overly heated, which decreases the electrical output of the solar cell. In contrast, some areas of the solar cell fail to operate with the generation of cross-currents causing dissipation of electrical power [15] . In the second case where the solar cells are connected in series, the generated current and performance of the cells is restricted to the cells having the worst distribution of illumination or having the least illumination [18] .
In the case of MJ solar cells, high non-uniformity increases the amount of power loss (I 2 R) in the high concentration areas causing the cells to become less efficient in generating power [19] . Vishnoi et al. [20] described the combined effect of non-uniform illumination and surface resistance on the performance of the solar cell. The researchers found that the dark regions in a partially illuminated cell act as a load responsible for the decline in conversion efficiency, open-circuit voltage (VOC) and short circuit current (ISC) values. Whereas Franklin and Coventry, [16] investigated the effects of non-uniformity on the I-V curve parameters of the MJ solar cell by comparing two solar cells under uniform and non-uniform illumination . The findings indicated that the 'fill factor' (FF) value (the ratio of maximum power (Pm) from the solar cell to the theoretical power (PT)) of a solar cell under non-uniform illumination was much lower. In another study by Herrero et al. [10] , they analysed the effect of non-uniformity on MJ cells and discovered that the FF decreased with an increase in non-uniformity. Here, they contributed this decline to the increase in a series of resistance losses, thereby reducing the efficiency of the solar cell. In a separate study, Araki and Yamaguchi [21] modelled the interaction between the chromatic aberration and non-uniform flux distribution and simulated the effect on both performance and efficiency of the solar cell. In this case, the fill factor was anticipated to improve given the presence of chromatic aberration at the expense of a low short circuit current (Isc). However, the results indicated that the recovery of FF by chromatic aberration was not sufficient enough to counter the damage caused by non-uniform illumination.
A secondary optical element (SOE), acknowledged as a more traditional method, is often used to improve the illumination homogeneity on the surface of the receiver [11, 15, 22] and is considered appropriate to use with reflective or refractive CPV systems. These elements (SOEs) are commonly integrated into HCPV systems, typically point-focus Fresnel lenses in which the concentration ratios exceed 100 suns [23] . Regarding SOEs, there are a variety of different types such as refractive, reflective or both. For example, V-trough, refractive CPCs, refractive silos and hollow inverted pyramid reflectors [23, 24] . Reflective SOEs are less expensive and are reasonably easier to produce compared to refractive ones. However, the only disadvantage of integrating SOEs into such systems is that by increasing the number of optical components in the optical system, the optical efficiency may subsequently be reduced [25] .
Even though integrating a point-focus Fresnel lens and MJ solar cell in HCPV systems is seen as an emerging technology, limited studies describe the performance of the system under uniform and non-uniform illumination, particularly with respect to outdoor environments under real ambient conditions. Moreover, the majority of studies tend to depict the effect of non-uniform illumination using a qualitative approach, whereas, in this study, a quantitative approach is adopted to examine the optical and electrical performance of a single HCPV system installed outdoors. Two techniques are employed to increase the uniformity on the receiver (PV cell). First, by increasing the distance between the Fresnel lens and the PV cell from the focus point, and secondly, by introducing a SOE on the receiver. The primary objective of this experiment is to acquire uniform irradiation on the receiver with nominal loss in the energy received, (i.e. minimum loss in optical efficiency as compared to the energy received at the focus point without a SOE). In achieving this objective, the extent of non-uniformity will be examined via visual inspection, temperature distribution on the solar cell and its effect on the electrical performance and efficiency of the HCPV system.
Outdoor experimental setup
The purpose of this study is to quantify the negative influence of the non-uniform illumination and the hot spot on the HCPV electrical performance under real ambient conditions. Therefore, the testing experimental setup including the HCPV system, supporting fixtures and data acquisition system were assembled outdoor. The HCPV system consists of the following main components: optical elements, solar cell, and cooling mechanism as shown in Fig. 1 .
HCPV system 2.1.1. Optical elements
There are two optical elements in this HCPV system, point-focus Fresnel lens as a primary optical element (POE) and hollow inverted truncated pyramid reflector (HITPR) as a SOE. The Fresnel lens parameters including the focal length (f), thickness and transmissivity are listed in Table 1 . The active size of the Fresnel lens (aperture (a)) and the PV cell (receiver (r)) are 0.0625 m 2 and 0.0001 m 2 respectively. Hence, the resulted geometrical concentration ratio (GCR) is 625X which is the maximum concentration ratio (CR) that can be achieved if no optical losses occurred. However, this GCR can be controlled by controlling the Fresnel lens aperture area exposed to the sun light. For example, if the needed GCR is 100X then the aperture area of 0.1x0.1 m 2 can only be exposed to the sun light and the rest can be covered.
GCR =
(1)
where GCR is the geometrical concentration ratio, Aa is the area of the aperture (Fresnel lens), Ar is the area of the receiver (PV), is the optical efficiency of the Fresnel lens, and CR is the Concentration Ratio.
The SOE was designed using SolidWorks; a schematic diagram of the developed SOE with its geometrical dimensions is shown in Fig. 2 .
The exit aperture area of the SOE (0.011×0.011 m 2 ) was chosen based on the PV cell area (0.01×0.01 m 2 ) with 0.0005 m margin from each side and the area of the entrance aperture (0.000484 m 2 ) is four times the exit aperture area (0.000121 m 2 ) to collect the highest amount of refracted rays. The SOE was made by a 3D printer using a transparent FullCure 720 rigid material [26] . After making the SOE, the four inner walls were covered by four pieces of high reflective material with overall average reflectivity of 90% [27] using 3M double face tape as shown in Fig. 3 .
Multi-junction solar cell
High efficiency triple-junction (TJ) PV assembly made of GaInP-GaInAs-Ge and area of 0.0316×0.0296 m 2 with active surface of 0.0001 m 2 was integrated to the HCPV system. The typical electrical conversion efficiency of this solar cell obtained at standard controlled lab steady conditions is about 40% under the following measurement settings: 500X (X = 1000 W/m 2 ), PV cell temperature of 25 o C, air mass (AM) of 1.5, solar spectral irradiance of ASTM G173-03 and uniform direct irradiance [28] .
Cooling system
A 12V Peltier cooling module with rated power of 60 W and area of 0.04×0.04 m 2 powered by a DC power supply was used to cool the PV cell. To measure the PV average temperature experimentally and assess the hot spot produced by the nonuniform ray distribution, three T-type surface thermocouples were attached at the back of the solar cell surface using Aluminium Foil tape and their tips were fully covered from the surrounding air Fig.  4 (a). The three thermocouples located at the centre, right and left side (i.e. 0.005 m spacing distance) under the PV active surface Fig. 4(b) . Three U-shaped grooves on the Peltier cooling module Aluminium plate with dimensions of 0.0015×0.00075 m 2 were made to accommodate the three 0.00013 m diameter thermocouples underneath the PV and to ensure that the PV assembly is in full contact with the cooling module. The bottom side of the solar cell assembly was attached to a the Peltier module using high conductivity thermal paste (3 W/m•K) [29] .
Supporting fixtures
The HCPV housing was fabricated from light weight weather resistant 0.0007 m Aluminium sheet to support and firmly fit the Fresnel lens wooden frame as shown in Fig. 5 . The dimensions of the HCPV housing were chosen based on the Fresnel lens size and its focal length which are 0.25×0.25×0.25 m 3 . Also, a housing base Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the test rig including the measuring devices. Solmetric PV analyser kit (PVA-1000S) [30] was used to characterise the HCPV outdoor. This kit includes two main units: I-V curve tracer and wireless PV reference sensor. The I-V curve tracer is able to produce an instant I-V and P-V curves for the solar cell and measure the following electrical parameters: VOC, ISC, current at maximum power (Im), voltage at maximum power (Vm), Pm and FF. Simultaneously, the wireless PV reference sensor unit measures the following parameters: PV cell and ambient temperature, solar irradiance at the aperture and tilt angle of the system. The measurement duration including the I-V curve sweep is only 4 seconds. The solar irradiance measurements using wireless PV reference sensor were confirmed by a new certified and calibrated Kipp & Zonen SMP10 Pyranometer [31] . Table 2 summarises the specifications of the above two measuring units i.e. I-V curve tracer and wireless PV reference sensor including the measurement range, resolution and accuracy of the measured parameters.
Data acquisition system

Outdoor experimental procedure
The outdoor experiment was carried out between September 2018 and April 2019 for optical and electrical characterisation. The test facility was completed when all the parts were assembled and all measuring devices were connected. All the measuring data was collected at reference temperature of the PV cell i.e. 25 °C. Before any data collection, the adjustable angle plate was set to zero i.e. in horizontal position and a spirit level was placed at different locations on the Fresnel lens top surface to confirm that the whole assembly is properly aligned. Due to the movement of the sun, the adjustable angle plate and workshop wheel trolley were used to point the HCPV system toward the sun position during the data collection. A shadow stick was placed on the reference surface where the HCPV was seated to confirm that the assembly is normal to sun light by observing the shadow direction and length where no shadow indicate that the assembly is normal to the sunlight [33] .
Optical characterisation
The developed HCPV was examined outdoor in terms of optical efficiency (ηopt) and incident illumination uniformity with and without SOE. For optical efficiency calculation, the ratio of the average irradiation power on the receiver to the average irradiation power on the aperture can be determined through Eq. (3).
=
( 3) where ηopt is the optical efficiency, Pr is the average irradiation power on the receiver, and Pa is the average irradiation power on the aperture. To measure the average solar flux on the aperture, the wireless PV reference sensor was used. While, the ISC was measured using the I-V curve tracer to determine the average irradiation power on the receiver [34, 35] .
Electrical characterisation
The developed HCPV system was electrically examined outdoor under different concentration ratios by varying the Fresnel lens aperture area exposed to the sun light. The PV temperature was controlled by controlling the input power to the Peltier cooling module by a variable DC power supply. Also, the electrical performance of the TJ solar cell was examined under different incident illumination profile such as point-focus and more uniform illumination to evaluate its influence. Electrical efficiency (ηelect) can be defined as the ratio of the Pm generated by the solar cell to the average irradiation power on the receiver Pr equation (4) . The Pm (equation (5)) was measured directly by the I-V tracer and Pr (equation (6)) was calculated from the measured ISC.
where ηelect is the electrical efficiency, Pm is the maximum power generated by the solar cell, Pr is the average irradiation power on the receiver, Im is the current at maximum power, Vm is the voltage at maximum power Ir is the average irradiance on the receiver, and Ar is the area of the receiver (PV).
Results and discussions
HCPV performance without SOE
Five different Fresnel lens aperture areas 0.13×0.13, 0.15×0.15, 0.18×0.18, 0.2×0.2 and 0.25×0.25 m 2 with the following geometrical concentration ratios were examined experimentally to determine their optical efficiency at the focus point (f = l = 0.25 m) without SOE: 169X, 225X, 324X, 400X and 625X. Figure 7 shows the experimental optical efficiency results. The optical efficiency decreased from about 72% at geometrical concentration ratio of 169X to about 55% at geometrical concentration ratio of 625X with more than 20% drop. It is clear from this figure that the optical loses increase when the geometrical concentration ratio increase leading to a lower optical efficiency. The depth of the Fresnel lens prism and slope angle (α) increase with the distance from the centre axis of the Fresnel lens. Therefore, higher GCR (bigger aperture area) results in higher number of deeper prisms that experience more reflection losses and material absorption than shallow ones [36] . Figure 8 shows the experimental illumination profile on the solar cell when the TJ solar cell was placed underneath the Fresnel lens with aperture area of 0.18×0.18 m 2 at its focus point i.e. at distance f = 0.25m. The point-focus profile is clear on the PV surface. Figure 9 shows the 2D temperature distribution including the centre and sides temperature of the solar cell for the Fresnel lens with aperture areas of 0.13×0.13 m 2 , 0.18×0.18 m 2 and 0.25×0.25 m 2 . As shown in the Figure, the temperature at the centre of the PV in all tested Fresnel lens apertures was higher than the sides and the temperature difference was dependent on the concentration ratio. As the aperture area increases, the nonuniform illumination on the solar cell increases causing higher gradient in temperature between the centre and the sides of the cell. For example, the centre temperature of the 0.25×0.25 m 2 aperture area Fresnel lens was 17°C higher than the two sides while in case of 0.13×0.13 m 2 the difference was less than 5°C.
The influence of varying the distance (l) on the optical and electrical performances of the HCPV and received irradiance uniformity for 0.18x0.18 m 2 Fresnel lens aperture area was examined experimentally. The distance (l) was increased from 0.250-0.295 m with a step of 0.005 m. Figure 10 shows that the optical efficiency is negatively influenced by increasing the distance (l). The converged received radiation flux on the solar cell become more diverge as distance (l) increases which leads to a loss of partial radiation flux received by the solar cell. It can be seen that the experimental optical efficiency drops from about 63% at focus point i.e. f = l = 0.25 m to about 12% at l=0.295 m. Figure 11 shows the effect of increasing the distance (l) on both experimental optical and electrical efficiency. As the distance (l) increases the electrical efficiency increases; this may refer to the improvement in the incident illumination uniformity. The electrical efficiency increased from about 22% at focus point to about 37% at l=0.295 m with increase of about 68%. In other words, non-uniform illumination on the solar cell can reduce the MJ electrical output by more than 40%. Figure 12 shows the 2D measured temperature distribution underneath the PV for the 0.18×0.18 m 2 aperture area Fresnel lens at focus point and at l=0.295 m. At l=0.295 m the temperature difference is very small (about 1 o C) while at point-focus illumination the temperature difference is about 13 o C. The hot spot is almost eliminated by increasing the incident rays uniformity. Figure 13 shows a summary of the testing results including the experimental electrical efficiency and received radiation flux profile as the distance (l) increases for the Fresnel lens with aperture area of 0.18×0.18 m 2 . Although the electrical efficiency was improved due to the better incident rays distribution on the solar cell, the optical efficiency was dropped from about 63% at focus point to about 15% at l=0.29 m (Fig. 10) . It is crucial to maintain the optical efficiency while improving the incident rays uniformity. Although the optical efficiency at l=0.25 m is the highest, the electrical efficiency is the lowest where the nonuniform illumination and temperature at this height is maximum. As discussed in the introduction part, non-uniform illumination and temperature on the solar cell cause hot spot and current mismatches leading to a reduction in the overall electrical efficiency of the system. Figure 14 shows the experimental optical efficiency of the HCPV after introducing the 0.06m SOE. Unlike the optical efficiency descending trend when increasing the distance (l) without SOE, with SOE the optical efficiency increases as the distance (l) increased. This can be referred to the increase in the total acceptance angle of the optical system as the distance (l) increases which allow more rays to enter the SOE aperture and reflected to the solar cell. Figure 15 shows the experimental electrical and optical efficiencies of the HCPV after incorporating the SOE. For both optical and electrical parameters, efficiencies increase till reaching the optimum distance at l=0.29 m where after this point the curve starts descending. At l=0.29 m, the electrical and optical efficiencies are the highest. The optical experimental efficiency increased from about 13% at the focus point to more than 46% at l=0.29 m while the electrical efficiency increased from about 28% to about 36%. Unlike the case where there is no SOE, the incident radiation flux on the solar cell is more uniform which makes the effect of non-uniform illumination on the electrical output less significant. Therefore, the maximum electrical efficiency matches the maximum optical efficiency point i.e. at l=0.29 m. Table 3 shows a summary of the testing results including the electrical efficiency and optical efficiency for the Fresnel lens with aperture area of 0.18×0.18m 2 at focus point (l=0.25 m), at l=0.29 m and at l= 0.29 m with integrating 0.06m SOE. The experimental optical efficiency increased more than 200% after placing the SOE compared to the case at the same distance (l) but without SOE. It increased from about 15% to 45% with maintaining almost the same electrical efficiency i.e. 36.4% compared to 35.9%. Therefore, a combination of placing a SOE and increasing distance (l) is better than only increasing the distance (l) to improve the irradiation uniformity and enhance the HCPV performance.
HCPV performance with SOE
The optical losses increase by increasing the number of the optical elements in a CPV system which can be observed from the Table above where the total optical efficiency reduced from about 63% to 45% after introducing the SOE with reduction of about 29%. But, the gain in the electrical efficiency after improving the incident flux uniformity using the SOE is more than 60% which can compensate this loss. To increase the optical efficiency of the optical system a higher reflective material for the SOE can be used. Also, a parametric study of the Fresnel lens to optimise the optical performance can be done in a separate study. Figures 16 and 17 show the outdoor experimental I-V and power curves for the solar cell under CR= 119X and 74X at reference temperature with and without SOE. It can be seen that VOC and the maximum power Pm increased after increasing the irradiation uniformity by introducing the SOE. Table 4 summarises the influence of introducing the developed SOE on VOC and Pm for the above two concentration ratios 119X and 74X. This Table shows that placing the SOE at concentration ratio of 119X would increase the output electrical power and efficiency by about 14%. Moreover, at lower concentration ratio i.e. 74X where the negative influence of degree of non-uniformity is less, the electrical power and efficiency was increased by about 8%. 
Measurements accuracy
All surface thermocouples used in the experiment were calibrated using RTD Pt100 with high accuracy of ±0.025 K and the uncertainties in their measurement can be calculated using Root Square Sum (RSS) of the systematic and random errors [32] 
where Ust is uncertainty of the standard (RTD), Ucurve-fit is the uncertainty of the curve fit and Uthermo is the overall uncertainty of the thermocouple sensors. The curve fit error is statistical and can be calculated as [32] 
where −1,95% is the student distribution factor for degree of freedom n -1 and n is the number of sample data.
̅ is the standard deviation of the mean given by
is the standard deviation which can be calculated using:
where xi is the RTD reading, � is the curve fit value and − � 2 is the deviation squared. Table 5 shows the calculation of the uncertainty for one of the surface thermocouples.
The standard device used in the calibration is high precision RTD which was calibrated against ice temperature i.e. at 0 o C as it was placed in the ice water mixture and the temperature was recorded at different points as shown in Fig. 18 . The uncertainty of the RTD Pt100 sensor (Ust) is small i.e. ±0.025 K compared to the uncertainty of the measuring device (Ucurve-fit). Therefore, the overall uncertainty of the surface thermocouple sensors calculated using equation 3.4 is ±0.20K. The wireless PV reference sensor is used to measure the solar radiation at the aperture of the Fresnel lens. It was calibrated against a certified new Kipp & Zonen SMP10 Pyranometer. The uncertainty of the irradiance PV reference sensor (Uirr) is then calculated based on the uncertainty of the curve fitting (Ucurve-fit) and uncertainty of the Pyranometer (Upyr) as shown in Eq. (11) [32] . 
The uncertainty of the Pyranometer is given by the manufacturer in the calibration certificate (Upyr) to be ±0.76 W/m 2 and the uncertainty of the measuring device (Ucurve-fit) is 2.44 W/m 2 as shown in Table 6 . Therefore, the overall uncertainty of the radiation sensor calculated using equation 11 is ±2.56 W/m 2 .
Conclusions
The influence of non-uniform illumination and the hot spot on the electrical efficiency of the MJ solar cell in this study was analysed quantitatively and examined outdoor under real ambient conditions. Outdoor examination revealed that non-uniform illumination on the solar cell can reduce the MJ electrical output by more than 40%.
The irradiation uniformity was improved by increasing the distance between the concentrator and the receiver (l) to spread the illumination over the PV assembly. The electrical efficiency of the solar cell has increased from about 22% to about 37% with an increment of 68% after improving the irradiation uniformity by increasing the distance (l) to 0.295 m. However, the optical efficiency has dropped substantially.
Therefore, a 0.06 m high secondary optical element (SOE) with surface reflectivity of 90% above the PV assembly was introduced to increase the irradiation uniformity as well as minimise the sever drop in the optical efficiency. The optical efficiency increased more than 200% after placing the SOE compared to the case at the same distance (l) but without SOE. It increased from about 15% to 45% with maintaining almost the same electrical efficiency i.e. 36 .4% compared to 35.9%. Therefore, a combination of placing a SOE and increasing distance (l) is better than only increasing the distance (l) to improve the irradiation uniformity and enhance the HCPV performance.
The hot spot initiated by the non-uniform illumination was assessed experimentally by measuring the centre and sides surface temperatures of the PV under 0.18×0.18 m 2 Fresnel lens. At focus point i.e. l= 0.25 m, a difference of about 13 K was found between the centre and the side (0.005 m distance) of the PV surface; but after using the designed SOE to improve the illumination uniformity a difference of about 1 K was measured.
The effect of non-uniform incident rays on the solar cell I-V and power curves were investigated. It was clear that the negative influence of non-uniform illumination is more at higher concentration ratios. The maximum power (Pm) improved after placing the SOE due to the improvement in the open circuit voltage (VOC) with electrical efficiency increment of about 14% and 8% at CR = 119X and 74X respectively.
It will be useful if the experimental outputs in this study is used as a reference to develop optical and electrical mathematical models for optimisation purpose, which can be undertaken in a separate study.
